
Figure 2.0 Zones of Regulation Body Language (Kuypers, © 2021). More      here

Figure 3.0. The 4 Levels of Listening (Theory U)
(Scharmer, 2009; Waldorf Academy, 2021) More     here

Table 2.0 Body Language - Detection / Interpretation
(Chippendale, 2006); Learn more      here

Movement (including body language, eye movement, postures, gestures and facial expressions (kinesics))
During de-escalation, use yellow, blue and red zone nonverbal cues presented by the student (Figure 2.0), their closed body
language (Table 3.0) and other cues (Table 2.0) to recognise escalating behaviour before peak escalation (see Edition 1).
Then use open body language (Table 3.0) to help shift student perception and de-escalate. More     here and    here. 

Non-Verbal Communication

practical tools / strategies for de-escalation
EDITION 3

Table 3.0 Open Body Language and Closed Body Language Cues (Big Talk, 2020)

Guide student to a quiet, safe area; remove hazardous objects(see here); you may allow for reflective silence as time out.
Maintain physical distance and remain out of their intimate and personal space. Ensure social space of 1-4m (Figure 1.0).
Strive to protect their dignity by de-escalating away from on-looking student(s) or even teacher(s). More     here
Never be alone with the child in a given space. You should be in sight of other teachers and students in the area.

Environment (Location, people-distance (proxemics), time, layout) 
Figure 1.0 Proxemic Interactions 
(Marquardt & Greenberg, 2012)

Mirroring: Direct copying of their actions
Matching: Indirect copying of actions
Paraphrasing: Rephrasing in your own words
Parroting: Simple repetition of what they say
Agreeing: Showing you think similarly
Similarity: Showing how you are alike some ways
Truth: Stating what is unarguably true now

PACE and LEAD De-Escalation Technique
Build rapport with the student by pacing, using the
following strategies where actions refer to nonverbal
and verbal cues (More of Lead and Pace    here):

Once the student feels you are aligned with them,
lead them to a restorative conversation using open
body language, active listening with LEAPS (See
Edition 1 and    here) and the 4 Levels of Listening 
(Figure 3.0) (ChildSavers, 2021; Yang et al, 2020; Zamfir, 2019)

Active Listening 
with 4 Levels
Listen actively with
empathy and
compassion. Have an
open mind to receive
the facts, open heart
to empathise with
their struggles and
emotions, and help
the student connect
with optimistic future
possibilities they can
see for themselves.
(Figure 3.0).

Agitated students may
misinterpret physical touch as
hostile or threatening, so
maintain social or public
proxemics 
A student who is crying may
appreciate a light hand on
their shoulder/upper back. Be
professional and comply with

Use mirroring to show
empathy e.g. overlap your
hands over your heart while
saying, "I can tell you are
hurting, I am here to help."
More on Mirroring      here
Use with the 'Pace and Lead' 
More on Haptics      here

Touch Cues (handshaking,
leakage (haptics))

           Child Safety Standards
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Did you know that 7% of negotiation advice is verbal, and the other 93% is
nonverbal? It's no wonder nonverbal skills are crucial. In this edition of
practical tools/strategies, we use the METTA Model (Thompson et al, 2017) of
Non-Verbal Communication for negotiation to inform targeted de-escalation
strategies for regulation and restoring classroom management. It is a
conceptual framework that captures all variations of non-verbal cues in 
 given interactions, within 5 dimensions: Movement, Environment, Touch, Tone
and Appearance. Please note that cultural considerations should be made,

More       here

More about the METTA Model  
           here and     here .

Be prosocial by using a calm,
casual, collected, composed,
peaceful, pleasant, relaxed tone.
Use a low voice intensity and low
pitch level, along with a slow
speech rate + BODY LANGUAGE:
Use oblique eyebrows, with a
fixed gaze with intermittent
pauses (judge the child's comfort
when you make eye contact). 
Use forward leans, head nods
and head movements up, use
affiliative hand gestures. 

Listening with 4 Levels(Figure 3.0) 

Tone Cues to show Compassion
(clarity, pauses, volume, pitch)

     More     here
        (Sauter, 2017; Montague et al, 2013)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkgCh3qLyHE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLfXpRkVZaI
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4232754_Towards_Automatic_Body_Language_Annotation
https://anzuk.blog/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Anzuk-Edition-1-Practical-Tools-Strategies-for-De-Escalation-Active-Listening-with-LEAPS.pdf
https://www.gateways.com.au/wp-content/uploads/files/The-Zones-of-Regulation_updated-May-2020.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jwUXV4QaTw
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/bullystoppers/Pages/prinduty.aspx
https://www2.education.vic.gov.au/pal/equal-opportunity-human-rights-students/policy
http://changingminds.org/techniques/conversation/reflecting/mirroring.htm
http://changingminds.org/techniques/conversation/reflecting/matching.htm
http://changingminds.org/techniques/conversation/reflecting/paraphrasing.htm
http://changingminds.org/techniques/conversation/reflecting/parroting.htm
http://changingminds.org/explanations/decision/styles_agreement.htm
http://changingminds.org/principles/similarity.htm
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=leading+and+pacing
http://changingminds.org/principles/alignment.htm
https://anzuk.blog/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Anzuk-Edition-1-Practical-Tools-Strategies-for-De-Escalation-Active-Listening-with-LEAPS.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yq5pJ0q3xuc
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED535488.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=haptics+touch+communication
https://www2.education.vic.gov.au/pal/child-safe-standards/policy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1Ak18pM3u0
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3136798
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXVO5BSc-Hk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46bRW1pYgoY

